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G
eorge Orwell was a

socialist and atheist;

Evelyn Waugh was a

social climber and devout

Roman Catholic. George Orwell

once worked as a dishwasher

and lived among tramps and

vagrants; Evelyn Waugh

hobnobbed with aristos and

aesthetes. Orwell has been

canonised as a secular saint by

followers on both the left and

right; Waugh has been

mythologised as the epitome of

the snobbish and eccentric

country squire.

In The Same Man, David

Lebedoff takes a completely

contrarian view, attempting to

argue that these brilliant but very

different writers were in fact soul

mates: they “both believed that

morality is absolute” and that

moral relativism was “the gravest

of sins”; they both feared the

Modern Age as an era when

tradition, civility and community

would give way to mindless

materialism and escapist

pleasure.

Once Lebedoff gets beyond

simple biographical facts — both

writers were born in 1903, both

had childhoods and educations

sharply stamped by the English

class system — his arguments

tend to devolve into the sort of

fuzzy generalities that could

apply to any number of people.

He writes, for instance, that both

Orwell and Waugh cared deeply

about the English language and

feared its perversion; that both

expended a great deal of energy

in inventing the lives they

wanted; that both “defended not

only the right but the willingness

to say unpopular things.” Even

Lebedoff’s central observation

— that both men worried that

“the Modern Age would strip

humans of their humanity” —

could be used to describe myriad

writers from Orwell and

Waugh’s era or our own.

Like many scholars before

him, Lebedoff tries to reinvent

Orwell in terms that suit his own

purposes by quoting selectively

— a popular tactic, given the

eagerness of Orwell’s fans to ally

themselves with his plain-

spokenness and decency, and a

fairly easy tactic to pull off,

given the broad range of

Orwell’s writings and his

willingness to change his mind.

After all, if everyone from neo-

conservatives to socialists,

libertarians to liberals, have

claimed Orwell as their own,

why shouldn’t Lebedoff try to

remake the author of Animal

Farm and 1984 into a mirror

image of the author of

Brideshead Revisited?

But if The Same Man is not

terribly persuasive as a work of

polemic, it does not make for

unworthwhile reading. Lebedoff

is adept at communicating his

admiration for Orwell and

Waugh’s work, and nimble and

provocative when it comes to

explicating their fiction. He

notes, for instance, that Waugh’s

1930 novel Vile Bodies ends on a

note “quite as hopeless as the

conclusion of 1984”: “the

impossibility of living without

tradition, the absence of fairness,

the triumph of might — all these

‘Orwellian’ themes are struck as

well by Waugh in even one of his

most frivolous comic novels.”

We are given glimpses of

Orwell fighting against Franco in

Spain (where he was severely

wounded), and Waugh hanging

out with Randolph Churchill in

Croatia (where they were sent to

assure Tito of British support).

We are also given glimpses of

both writers at home: Waugh

and his wife Laura (his second)

dressing for dinner (black tie,

long dress) at home at Piers

Court; Orwell and his adopted

son Richard at Barnhill, a large

house (without electricity) on the

Scottish island of Jura.

The authors would meet once

— in the summer of 1949, as

Orwell lay dying of tuberculosis.

Waugh, who had admired

Orwell’s writing, had asked if he

and some friends he described

as “earnest students” of Orwell’s

work might pay a visit; no record

exists of their conversation.

Waugh’s friend Malcolm

Muggeridge found the idea of

the two men’s visit highly

amusing: “I would have loved to

see them together:

Complementary figures ...

((Waugh’s)) country gentleman’s

outfit and Orwell’s proletarian

one and the both out of the

pages of Punch.”

Lebedoff disagrees with

Muggeridge’s assessment: “They

were not Laurel and Hardy. They

were not Leon Trotsky and

Colonel Blimp. They were not

the political essayist and the

writer of comic novels. They

were not a remnant of the past

and a seer of the future. They

were at the opposite ends of a

spectrum, which for them —

through shared morality — had

become a circle, and so had

brought them close. They shared

the same roots, and they saw the

same root in the meaning of life.

And in that way, they were very

much the same man.”
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T
he proximate reason for the hike

in petroleum product prices last

month was the likelihood of short-

ages in these products, as cash-strapped

oil firms ran out of money to import

crude. To the extent that crude oil prices

have dropped since then, after rising

briefly to $147 a barrel a month ago,

the situation is more manageable to-

day, but shortages have started crop-

ping up again. The waiting lines for

CNG in the capital have lengthened;

new connections for LPG cylinders are

routinely delayed; and reports of diesel

not being available keep surfacing

as oil firms try to push the premium

blends where losses are lower. The rea-

son is simple – over and above the ‘un-

der-recoveries’ which the oil compa-

nies have to bear, the government has

still to pay the companies around Rs

60,000 crore of past dues, which it is

committed to doing in the form of oil

bonds. Some Rs 40,000 crore out of

this is for the last quarter of 2007-08

and the first quarter of 2008-09, while

the rest is for the current second quar-

ter of 2008-09. So far, companies have

managed to stay afloat by selling old

bonds that are with them, but all these

have now been sold, so that tap has

run dry. Companies have also been put-

ting off routine capital expenditure (no

new petrol pumps are being set up

by any of the state-owned oil firms),

and postponing greenfield investments.

Since the explanation for the delay

in the government issuing fresh bonds

is that Parliament has to approve them,

the issue of fresh bonds could get

delayed for some weeks yet, as no date

has been set for reconvening Parlia-

ment. If the session is delayed indef-

initely, more petroleum product short-

ages are on the cards.

What can be done to avert a cri-

sis? The obvious thing to do is to pass

on the cost of petroleum products,

so that the oil marketing companies

do not need subventions from the gov-

ernment. But such straightforward log-

ic will doubtless be dismissed by our

wise political leaders as naïve. A sec-

ond option would be for the oil com-

panies to borrow from the open mar-

ket, but this is not an inexhaustible re-

source as credit limits come into play.

If the only option that remains is to

catch one’s nose the long way round,

then oil bonds present themselves as

an option, but then Parliament has

to meet. A final option might be on-ac-

count payments being made to com-

panies, but whether the Constitution-

al scheme on parliamentary oversight

permits this will have to be examined.

Under its Special Market Operations

scheme, the Reserve Bank of India has

been drawing on its foreign exchange

reserves to give the oil companies dol-

lars in exchange for the oil bonds, so

that the companies can import the crude

needed in their refineries. But the oil

bonds are exhausted, so the oil com-

panies are forced to buy dollars in

the open market. As a result, the rupee,

which had stabilised when the RBI’s

Special Market Operations were on,

has started to depreciate. The only way

to arrest this is to dampen demand,

which means raising petroleum prod-

uct prices. Because of the price dis-

tortions, industry has started using

diesel in place of furnace oil. So diesel

consumption, which grew by 1-2 per

cent per annum in previous years, is

rising by over 20 per cent. In short, the

chickens are coming home to roost.

Bottom of the barrel

W
ind back to the seventies and

the eighties. It was an age of

penury, when artists — almost

a pejorative term then — would prac-

tise the art of adda, that form of pre-

varication which passed as intellec-

tual debate. They would pool in their

precious pennies to buy half-cups of

tea. Painting over, or on both sides of

a canvas, was the norm. Those who did

not have private incomes designed book

jackets, did artworks for advertising

agencies and illustrations for maga-

zines. Often, their spouses were the

main bread earners.

The nineties changed all that. Art

became collectible and friendships fiz-

zled away in the face of avarice. Se-

rious money followed, and suddenly

the success story of Indian artists was

everywhere. Though still some way

away from the giant bucks that West-

ern art commands, Indian art has be-

gun to chip away. And not just Indi-

an art, but art from China, Vietnam,

Korea, Japan and Iran, thanks to in-

stant access via the Internet, has be-

gun to boom. Collectors are no longer

satisfied with the works of any one

artist, or genre, or country. Interna-

tional collectors —and art funds — have

stoked interest, and prices across Asia

have risen. And now Asian, even In-

dian, collectors want to acquire works

from other continents. For the first time,

selected works by Damien Hirst from

a Sotheby’s sale in London will be

shown in New Delhi next week —

doubtless to attract India’s billionaire

collectors. Stories of price stagna-

tion, of “inevitable correction”, rumoured

every other month, have come to noth-

ing as art prices have continued to ride

strongly, with quality becoming the key

factor in determining prices. Younger

contemporary artists are better known

in the West than in their own coun-

try, their prices now at par with what

the moderns command.

In times such as these, people might

wonder why an idea like the India

Art Summit was so late in the coming.

India’s first art outing became a cele-

bration as artists and gallery owners

and collectors and connoisseurs and

art admirers rubbed shoulders without

any of the tetchiness that marked the

last decade. Held in New Delhi, which

has emerged as the art capital of the

country (though the cognoscenti argue

that Mumbai understands art better),

the Summit has attracted the attention

of those interested in art not just with-

in the country but, as was evident even

at the launch event, also from those

around the world. 

An art platform can also help an-

cillary industries around it mature. One

of the key factors requiring urgent

attention is insurance. Then, there is

the issue of archaic rules, particular-

ly when it comes to antiques and

deemed national treasures. Today, many

more Indians have the wherewithal

to buy back the country’s treasures

from auctions or private sales in Eu-

rope or America, but are reluctant to

bring them back to India from where

these antiquities can neither be re-

exported, nor easily re-sold. Another

issue, and far more sensitive, is the fear

of repercussion as lumpen elements

take upon themselves the task of ster-

ilising artistic content.

At Rs 1,500 crore (or more likely Rs

2,500 crore, taking into considera-

tion the grey market), the size of the

Indian art market is still tiny. The day

is not far when — provided the gov-

ernment loosens up its regulations —

a single work could fetch Rs 1,500 crore.

Fantasy? You’ll eat that word yet. 

Art for money’s sake 

O
bserving the political scene

two phenomena are notable.

First, that academic political

social science’s claims to be

able to predict political outcomes through

quantitative analysis are little more than

statistical snake oil (see my April col-

umn). Second, that many political ca-

reers have the lineaments of Greek and

Shakespearean tragedy. This column is

about this politician’s tragedy.

Political scientists as well as many

historians remain sceptical of the role

of individuals in determining political

outcomes, relying instead on deeper so-

cial and economic causes. For them the

Greek tragic sense, also embodied in

Shakespeare’s tragedies, is an archa-

ic and irrelevant form of explanation.

It is useful to see how this has come

about. There is no better guide than the

eminent literary critic George Steiner,

whose 1961 book on The Death of

Tragedy I have been rereading.

The Greek tragic sense of life asserts

that “the forces which shape or destroy

our lives lie outside the governance

of reason or justice” (p. 4). The Fates

govern human lives. Amongst them is

Lachesis, chance, the element of luck

that a man had a right to expect. But,

he can suffer from hubris: through

offending the moral law or overween-

ing pride. Such imprudent mortals were

pursued by Nemesis — the divine anger

— and destroyed.

This Greek tragic sense, Steiner ar-

gues, is alien to the Judaeo-Christian

sense of the world, which sees Jehovah

as just, even in his fury. Not only are

the ways of God just, they are also

rational — a view strengthened by

the Enlightenment, particularly

Rousseau. “The misery and injustice of

man’s fate were not … the consequence

of some tragic, immutable flaw in hu-

man nature … The chains of man ...

were man-forged. They could be bro-

ken by human hammers” (p. 125). Marx-

ism inherited this Judaeo-Christian and

Enlightenment insistence on justice

and reason. Marx repudiated tragedy.

“Necessity,” he declared, “is blind on-

ly in so far as it is not understood.” Trag-

ic [Greek] drama arises out of precisely

the contrary assertion: necessity is blind

and man’s encounter with it shall rob

him of his eyes, whether it be in Thebes

or in Gaza” (p. 4-5). The end of this

Greek sense of tragedy in the mod-

ern world was replaced by the “ratio-

nalist” pretensions of political sci-

ence and sociology.

Now consider how the Greek sense

of tragedy still imbues some recent po-

litical careers.

The first is the fall of Margaret

Thatcher, and the consequent ban-

ishment of her party to the political

wilderness for over a decade. Her hubris-

tic moment came with the introduction

of the Poll Tax. This gave the oppor-

tunity for her political assassination by

her colleagues. But, as in Julius Cae-

sar, their resolve, self-belief and hold

on power were undermined, as was

Brutus’ by Caesar’s ghost at Philippi.

Only with the retirement of that whole

generation of Conservative conspira-

tors has the party finally escaped the

stain of her assassination.

The second example of hubris fol-

lowed by nemesis is the embattled

Labour prime minister, Gordon Brown.

He achieved his life time ambition last

June — albeit by a coup against his elect-

ed predecessor — and glowed for a few

months in public adulation, as he dealt

with Biblical style afflictions: floods and

terrorist attacks. His position seemed

so unassailable that every one thought

he would call a snap general election

last October, which he would have won,

legitimising his ascent to the top of the

greasy pole. But then like Hamlet, he

prevaricated. Since then, his and his

party’s poll ratings have plummeted.

Conspiracies to assassinate him po-

litically are rife. Watching him lurch-

ing, bruised at PM’s Question Time

in the weekly joust with David Cameron,

who like the legendary Mohammad Ali

seems to “float like a butterfly and sting

like a bee”, one forgets that as a young

opposition politician he was a formi-

dable debater. Though his claims to

have abolished the trade cycle, and

to being the greatest Chancellor since

Gladstone, can be looked upon as tempt-

ing the Fates, he can hardly be blamed

for Britain’s current economic woes.

His current woes defy a rational ex-

planation. It does seem like hubris fol-

lowed by nemesis.

The third exhibit is Pervez Mushar-

raf. Two years ago, his position seemed

unassailable. He was triumphantly

promoting his autobiography on the

steps of the White House. He had deft-

ly made himself indispensible in the

US-led War on Terror, even as it now

seems the ISI continued to be involved

in promoting the Taliban’s resurgence

in Afghanistan. His moves for a rap-

prochement with India on Kashmir,

and attempts to counter Islamist in-

fluences at home, seemed to augur

well for making Pakistan a “normal”

secular Muslim country like Turkey.

His well-chosen technocratic economic

team engineered an economic boom,

albeit on the basis of large inflows

of foreign aid. Then, inexplicably, he

decided to sack the Chief Justice of

the Supreme Court, and the rest is his-

tory. No rational explanation seems to

explain this change in his fortunes, ex-

cept hubris followed by nemesis.

A final, but less politically weighty

example is provided by Manmohan

Singh’s coalition partners (in particu-

lar Comrade Karat), who have exer-

cised power without responsibility. Hav-

ing over-reached themselves on the US-

India nuclear agreement, they find them-

selves on the way to being consigned

to the dustbin of history. Hubris, bred

of their sense of electoral indispens-

ability, has led to nemesis: no more din-

ing at top tables, or being wooed by the

TV channels!

The Greeks, however, also believed

in heroes. Homer saw the Greek hero

as a man of strength and courage or one

who was especially venerated for his

wisdom. India today has such a hero —

Dr Manmohan Singh. He has in his two

terms of political office saved India from

the economic, and (if the Indo-US nu-

clear deal is completed) the foreign pol-

icy morass in which India had been

mired. Being an accidental politician he

will, hopefully, not suffer from the politi-

cian’s tragedy. 

T
hose who believe that the Olympics

are Emerging China’s message to

the world have missed the wood

for the trees. The Olympics are in-

deed a message, but more to the Chi-

nese people. The message is: you have

trusted us to rule you … and behold! We

are repaying your trust; hold your head

up before the world.

All ye, who wait for the revolution

in China — in the most part, follow-

ers of The Economist and the Wall Street

Journal — when an empowered and de-

manding citizenry will rise against their

repressive rulers … take heed! The wait

is going to be longer than you thought.

To the discerning visitor to China,

far more striking than China’s im-

pressive infrastructure and growing ur-

ban prosperity is the astonishing ac-

quiescence of the Aam Chini in his

relationship with Zhongnanhai, the

home of the Chinese Communist Par-

ty and the Government of China.

Democracy, say a growing num-

ber of Chinese, especially the young, is

not all that it is cracked up to be. Jean

Liu, a young woman from Chengdu who

now works as a journalist in Beijing,

was all Chinese politeness when I

brought up the D-word. “Isn’t it dan-

gerous,” she asked, “to allow just any

person to talk to the people? Hitler was

such a good speaker that he swept away

the Germans with his oratory. And

we know what that led to.”

It’s a common argument in China’s

chat rooms. I pointed out that Hitler had

struck a chord not with his oratory, but

with his message of German pride, which

resonated with a people humiliated

by the Treaty of Versailles. But Ms Liu

was having none of it. Like hundreds of

millions of other Chinese, she has bought

into Beijing’s argument that democ-

racy has hamstrung the growth of coun-

tries like India. They remain mired in

poverty, while China surges ahead. 

Beijing’s enormous propaganda ma-

chine powers out the message every-

day: “Your lives are getting better; Chi-

na is emerging fast from its century

of humiliation. (China’s invasion and

domination by the West since 1840 un-

derpins Beijing’s message.) Democ-

racy will allow some Hitler-style char-

latan to take you back into anarchy. Eco-

nomic growth rests on social and po-

litical order.”

And the Chinese people, remem-

bering the chaos before Deng Xiaop-

ing’s reforms and the pro-democracy

agitation at the Tianenmen Square in

1989, react to the promise of stability

like good Confucians. The government,

they agree, must know what it’s doing.

Socialism with Chinese characteristics

is the answer for us. Beijing rations out

— very deliberately and very cautious-

ly — economic, political and social free-

doms. The official media plays Oliver

Twist, asking for more only after the

government decides to give it any-

way.

The only real protests take place

at the levels of provincial government,

Beijing’s nod to democracy. It’s been

called many things by different dicta-

tors: grassroots democracy, basic democ-

racies. But nobody’s yet called it le-

gitimate democracy.

Beijing’s caution is born of a com-

promise between two perspectives,

which have competed in China for cen-

turies. On the one hand is the Southern

viewpoint, an internationalist perspec-

tive based upon free trade, which was

born in the ports and commercial hubs

around Shanghai, Canton, Macau and

Guangdong. In contrast, the cautious,

security-centric Northern viewpoint —

symbolised by the Great Wall of Chi-

na — was forged in centuries of inva-

sions from the north by Mongols and

Manchus; in this perspective, foreign-

ers are a threat more than an oppor-

tunity. 

The Northern viewpoint gradually

won out, starting from the watershed

moment in 1435, when the Ming em-

peror ordered an end to shipbuilding

and naval activity in China. Around 1477,

the emperor burnt the records of the

seven voyages of China’s greatest

mariner, the eunuch Zheng He, who had

established Chinese authority as far as

Java, Malacca and the coast of Africa.

Today, China walks the finest of lines

between the Northern and the South-

ern viewpoints. Economic activity is Bei-

jing’s lifeline to authority and global in-

fluence. On the other hand, it can nev-

er be allowed to get out of hand and en-

danger the established order.

India must watch carefully another

contradiction between two conflicting

views on international relations, which

coexist simultaneously in Beijing. On

the one hand, China remains strongly

committed to the Westphalian system

of state sovereignty, especially after the

Tianenmen Square massacre, when the

sovereignty was cited as the principle

to ward off a global outcry. In fact,

Beijing has touted state sovereignty ever

since its traumatic encounters with west-

ern and Japanese imperialism in the

19th century, as well as after inde-

pendence through its Five Principles of

Peaceful Cooperation. In these, China

has used the principle of state sover-

eignty as a defensive weapon; a shield

against foreign interference as well

as a sword to strike down domestic op-

position.

On the other hand, there is the tra-

ditional Chinese view of international

relations, a pre-1840 Great Power world-

view, which still survives in Beijing.

In that view, the power and influence of

a country radiates outwards in con-

centric circles from its capital, gradu-

ally diminishing as it proceeds fur-

ther. This view naturally envisions Chi-

nese domination over (at least tacitly)

subservient regional states and neigh-

bours, which — like North Korea and

Pakistan — accept “guidance” from Bei-

jing. Such regional hierarchies may be

confirmed by force, such as during

the “punitive” wars in 1962 with India

and, in 1979, with Vietnam. 

The world watched with admiration

as Chinese gymnasts dominated the

Olympic gold medals tally in Beijing.

Had there been medals for mental gym-

nastics, China’s count might have been

higher.
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